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India Sweeps Asia Cup, Beats Sri Lanka by 10 Wickets 

Mohammed Siraj Sets New Indian Record with Four Wickets in One Over 

India dominated Sri Lanka to win its eighth Asia Cup title on Sunday. The game took place at R Premadasa Stadium in Colombo. Sri Lanka went to bat first but could only manage 50 

runs. Mohammed Siraj was the star, taking 6 wickets for 21 runs. He also made history by being the first Indian to take 4 wickets in a single over in one-day matches. 

Other Indian bowlers also performed well. Hardik Pandya took 3 wickets, and Jasprit Bumrah got one. This was Sri Lanka's second lowest score ever in one-day internationals. 

Reaching the Target Quickly India had no trouble chasing the small target, taking just over 6 overs to win. Bumrah got an early wicket, making it even easier. Only two Sri Lankan 

players, Kusal Mendis and Dushan Hemanta, managed to score more than 10 runs. 

Strong Opening Duo India's captain, Rohit Sharma, let Ishan Kishan and Shubman Gill open the batting. They quickly scored the needed runs, with Kishan making 23 and Gill 27, 

both not out. The match ended in just 21.3 overs, giving India a morale boost ahead of next month's World Cup. 

Dubai's Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) will take part in the upcoming 

‘Ru’ya – Careers UAE Redefined’ job fair at the Dubai World Trade Centre 

starting Tuesday. They plan to offer 200 jobs in engineering, data science, 

and other specialized fields. 

RTA aims to attract Emirati graduates to create a talent pool skilled in 

modern work practices. According to Athari Mohammed, RTA's Director of 

Human Resources, the fair supports the Emiratisation strategy and targets 

recent graduates and experienced professionals alike. 

RTA offers an environment that encourages continuous learning. It plans to 

enhance the skills of UAE talents through workshops and exposure to 

international best practices. 

Job seekers interested in roles in engineering, data science, urban planning, 

and IT security can either apply online at RTA’s booth or go for in-person 

interviews during the three-day event. 
200 Jobs Up for Grabs at 

Dubai’s Roads and Transport 

Authority 

Dubai's Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) plans to offer 200 

new job opportunities through Ru’ya Careers UAE. The move 

aims to expand the workforce and bring in fresh talent to help 

with the city's growing transport and infrastructure needs. Job 

seekers can look forward to a range of positions across various 

departments, marking a significant employment boost for the 

region. 
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UAE Job Market Embraces 

Freelancers, Offers Path to 

Full-Time Employment 
The demand for freelance and short-term contract work is on the rise in the UAE, benefiting both 

workers and employers. Industry insiders say newcomers, particularly in tech and business 

consultancy, are increasingly opting for freelance roles. 

Nathan Kearney, Managing Director of Executive Search, explains that companies are using a "try 

before you buy" strategy. New arrivals are testing the job market by freelancing for a year or two 

before considering full-time roles. This approach gives companies the flexibility to evaluate talent 

before making long-term commitments. 

Freelance Visas Revolutionize UAE Job Market, Boosting Flexibility and Cost-Effectiveness 

The introduction of freelance and short-term work visas has significantly changed the employment 

landscape in the UAE compared to a year ago. These visas offer professionals greater flexibility while 

providing companies with cost-effective hiring options. 

Kamal Reggad, CEO and Co-Founder of RemotePass, notes a marked increase in the number of 

freelancers and short-term contracts year-on-year. "Employers are becoming more aware of the talent 

pool available in Asia, Africa, and the MENA region," Reggad said. The new visa options appear to be a 

win-win, benefiting both job seekers and local organizations. 

Freelance Boom in UAE: Surge in Demand and Career Shifts, but Payment Challenges Remain 

The UAE has become a hotspot for freelancers, with a significant uptick in the number of professionals 

opting for freelance roles. According to Kamal Reggad, CEO and Co-Founder of RemotePass, the 

regions of Asia, Africa, and MENA offer about 770,000 skilled tech professionals, making them 

attractive for talent acquisition. 

Vikram Malhotra, Managing Director for Middle East & North Africa at Outsized, said, “The UAE is a 

magnet for freelance talent, and we've seen a massive increase in local professionals switching to 

freelance roles.” 

Reggad adds that remote interviews streamline the hiring process and offer quicker access to top 

talent. Karuna Agarwal, Director of Future Tense HR, reported a 30 to 40 per cent increase in people 

choosing freelance work, while Reggad observed a 50 per cent rise. 

Pay Challenges and Opportunities 

Although freelancing offers flexibility and lucrative opportunities, on-time payments remain an issue. 

Rates vary: graphic designers can earn between Dh40 and Dh150 per hour, while business consultants 

may take home Dh30,000 to Dh40,000 per month. Payments often align with a company's regular 

salary cycle, which might not meet freelancers' expectations for immediate payment. 

Sectors in Demand 

Common sectors employing freelancers include HR, accounting, data entry, marketing, and project-

based roles in real estate. According to Karuna, freelancers in these sectors can earn Dh15,000 to 

Dh20,000 per project. Business consultants, often with extensive experience, are in demand for short-

term projects paying between Dh30,000 to Dh40,000. 
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